
  
  

OVERVIEW: Silver & Black Telecom 
SD-WAN 
  
Built for organizations that need access to reliable, high-quality voice capabilities, Silver 

& Black Telecom SD-WAN optimizes your existing bandwidth to prioritize the highest 

VoIP applications and data transmission. The end result? Higher call quality, added 

reliability and stability, and simplified day-to-day operation and management of VoIP and 

data systems. 

 

Aside from the functional benefits and drastic improvement of voice quality, SD-WAN 

also gives Administrators the visibility and control needed for quick resolution of voice 

and network quality issues, whether they’re managing a single network or multiple 

distributed locations. 
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How SD-WAN Works 

Our SD-WAN solution optimizes voice traffic and 

reduces degradation of voice quality through the 

creation and transmission of duplicate packets over 

a specialized route. That specialized route is 

intended to reduce data packet loss for your 

network. Additionally, it works to optimize your voice 

and data traffic within your organization and across 

the multiple networks you use by monitoring the 

usage of your bandwidth across both voice and data 

traffic and allocating bandwidth as necessary 

(based on policies and priorities that you can 

preselect). 

 

Some additional features and benefits provided  

by SD-WAN include: 

Intelligent Routing & Path Selection: When  

sending voice packets, SD-WAN creates 

specialized tunnels between your edge device  

and the data center, isolating your traffic to  

ensure end-to-end quality of voice service. 

 

Dynamic Multi-path Optimization: SD-WAN 

immediately detects failure or service degradation 

issues like high latency, packet loss, or jitter over 

any WAN circuit, and can immediately failover to 

more reliable circuits without any impact to live  

call quality. 

 

Distributed Network Optimization: SD-WAN 

works to manage and optimize connections 

between disparate locations and distributed 

networks, ensuring quality remains consistent 

across locations. Administrators can apply the 

same configurations across an entire network, 

without needing to log in to each site individually. 

 

Troubleshooting: SD-WAN gives Administrators a 

centralized view of the entire network and allows 

them to easily pull packet captures and perform 

deeper analysis as needed. 

 

Deep-Packet Inspection: SD-WAN offers the 

ability to analyze traffic and detect applications 

being used on a network, giving Administrators 

visibility into what sources might be using a 

network’s bandwidth at any given time. 

 

Who Can Benefit From Silver & Black Telecom SD-

WAN 

Silver & Black Telecom SD-WAN is an ideal solution 

for any organization that needs to prioritize voice 

applications, especially those with limited bandwidth 

capacities who nonetheless need reliable voice and 

data quality. SD-WAN is especially beneficial if you 

have remote workers, several locations or branches, 

and workflows that require employees to rely on 

multiple network types or distributed networks. It 

also benefits organizations that have bandwidth 

limits and need reliability and stability for both VoIP 

and standard data. 

 

Whether you’re managing VoIP systems for an 

organization with high voice availability and quality 

needs or you’re setting up a new network for a 

highly distributed organization with multiple 

locations, SD-WAN makes the day-to-day operation 

and management of these systems easier and   

more efficient. 
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